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Alumni in the Professional NGOs
We

are delighted to welcome
our esteemed alumni
Professor Datuk Dr. Mad Nasir
Shamsudin (DVC Academic and
International – alumni 1978) and
Professor Dr. Mohd. Azmi Mohd
Lila (DVC Research and Innovation
– alumni 1988) to stand tall with
our Vice Chancellor in charting a
successfully stories of UPM in few
years to come. This combination
has surely uplifted the spirit of
thousands of our alumni all over
the world to contribute ideas
and energy to the development
of our beloved Alma mater.
Over the years our alumni have
gone on to a wide range of careers

from sea to space. Beside earning a
living and act as a little ambassador
of UPM, many alumni give their
personal time and energy helping
undertake public engagement work
or volunteering in the community
locally, nationally and overseas.
Thus, considering the importance
of alumni in this line of work, the
editorial committee has decided
to highlight on the ‘Alumni in the
Professional NGOs” for this issue.
They had made us proud! Do
enjoy their success stories. Then
tell us about your story too!
One of the things I’d like to take
the opportunity to tell you about
is the Putra Science Park. I’m

really excited about this very new
project which highlights UPM
continuous effort in promoting
agriculture to the community. Do
visit us and take time to explore
what Putra Science Park has to
offer. We have a special designated
section in this issue on this new
project which is envy to others.
Our Alma mater, UPM is as a hub
for managing talent, thus we want to
offer you the opportunity to hone your
skills. We would like to invite you to
continue your intellectual pursuits with
UPM which currently host more that
50 nationalities and a proud recipient
of many prestigious awards. Be here,
feel the difference and make it big!
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Features

AddingValue to

Academic
Achievement
• Zakaria Sidek (Associate Alumni, 1982)
• Lt. Cdr. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mohd Hasmadi Ismail RMNVR
(Dip. For, 1996; BSc. Forestry, 1998; M.Sc Applied Remote
Sensing), 2000)

P

rofessor Datuk Dr. Mad Nasir bin Shamsudin
started his career in UPM as a tutor in 1984
before being appointed as a lecturer in 1986,
associate professor in 1994 and finally as a professor in
2000. Administratively, he had previously headed the
Department of Agribusiness and Information Systems
before being appointed as the Dean at Faculty of
Environmental Studies (2004-2009) and Faculty of
Agriculture (2009-2012). On 1st December 2013, he was
appointed as the Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic and
International).
He earned his Diploma in Agriculture
from Universiti Pertanian Malaysia
in 1978 before getting his BS (Cum
Laude) in Agricultural Economics
from Louisiana State University, USA,
in 1980 and PhD from Mississippi
State University, USA in 1985.
An expert in the field of Agricultural
and Resource Economics, he was
once appointed as a researcher
and consultant at the Economic
Planning Unit (EPU), Prime
Minister’s Department from 1994
to 1995, which led to the success
of constructing the Malaysian
Agricultural Sector Analysis Model.
Following his vast nation-wide
reputation and contribution towards
the development of the agricultural
sector, he once again involved in
the development of the Malaysian
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Agricultural Policy Analysis Model
with the EPU in 2012, besides
being a Consultative Panel on
Agricultural Productivity of the
Malaysian Productivity Corporation.
On the international front, he is a
member of Pacific Food System
Outlook Forecasting Panel under
the Pacific Economic Cooperation
Council (PECC), a network
consists of forecasting experts in
the agricultural and food sector
from all the PECC countries.
Active in all facets of agricultural
and resource economics, he had
served as the deputy president
of the Malaysian Agricultural
Economics Association and
the Malaysian Chapter of the
International Society for Southeast
Asian Agricultural Science. He

is also member of International
Agricultural Economics Association,
American Agricultural Economics
Association, Southern Agricultural
Economics Association and
International Institute of Forecasters.
Recently the editorial team (EdTeam)
from Serdang Sun paid a courtesy
visit to Prof. Datuk Dr Mad Nasir to
congratulate him on his appointment
and interviewed him on certain issues
pertaining to involvement of student
in NGO and associations activities.
Serdang Sun : As a Deputy
Vice Chancellor Academic and
International, how do you see
the role of yourself as UPM’s
Alumni in UPM development?
Prof. Mad Nasir : To start with,
I see UPM having a solid niche in
agriculture since our inception in 1931
until today. We have the facilities and
manpower needed to be the best.
I would like to see UPM shift from
a production-centered agriculture
approach to the whole value-chain
agriculture approach which requires
the involvement and commitment
of all the faculties and institutes. As
an example I would like to see more
contribution of ICT to the field of
agriculture. The other faculties that
came to my mind are the Faculty of
Human Ecology and the Faculty of

Adding Value to Academic Achievement



Serdang Sun : Do you see
any benefits of UPM’s Alumni
involvement in NGOs leadership?

Medicine and Health Sciences where
there are still huge potentials to be
exploited. To sum it up, we need a
quantum leap to the future and it is
my duty to facilitate this to happen
especially from the academic and
international aspect. Being an alumni
myself, it will definitely opens up more
channels for other alumni out there
to contribute back to the university.
Serdang Sun : Are you actively
involved in any NGO or associations?
How do you see the involvement
helps in enhancing UPM as a
key player to the nation?
Prof. Mad Nasir : I am quite
actively involved especially in my
field of expertise. One need to be
involved in NGOs or associations so
as to expand the circle of friends and
collaborators amongst academicians
and most important of all is the
contacts with the professionals
and practitioners of our field.
Definitely it provides wider forum
for discussion which will hopefully
lead to collaborations – something
that we really to build a nation .
Being involved provides the platform
for us to be known and be accepted
as expert in our own specialty and
eventually this would also enhance
the image of our own institutions.
This involvement should not be limited
to academic staff only but should
include students especially the post
graduate students. At the end of the
day, what we want is contributing
to the well being of the nation.

Serdang Sun : Do you think
the involvement of students in
associations and NGOs will affect
their academic achievements?
Prof. Mad Nasir : I would like to
believe it would not, but then again
it all depends on the situations
and individuals. In the recent
convocation I realised that quite a
sizable number of the high scorers
were actually active in associations
or extracurricular activities especially
from the Faculty of Agriculture. I
am quite sure these involvements
will expose students to many
things that are not taught in formal
lecture room. Potentially it also
provides an avenue for contact
and exposure to their prospective
industrial/practical training providers
and even their future employers.

Prof. Mad Nasir : Definitely there
are many benefits, not forgetting
they enhance our image to the
public. They are also part of our
pool of experts that we can tap.
They obviously can provide proper
guidance to our students who are
interested in NGOs and associations.
Since NGOs and associations usually,
one way or another, deals with the
public, involvement in their activities
would be another form of extension
training, an activity and service
that we have been advocating as
part of our contribution back to the
society and the nation as a whole.
Serdang Sun : What are your
expectation from the Alumni who
involved in NGOs and associations?
Prof. Mad Nasir : As always we
welcome our alumni to contribute
back to the Alma mater by sharing
their expertise and experience in
associations and NGOs with us
especially to the students, something
which we infrequently do. I presume
their involvement is also a vehicle
for them to practice and show to
the public what UPM motto “With
Knowledge We Serve” really means.

Serdang Sun : In your opinion,
what is the positive impact to the
university when the students are
involved in associations or NGOs?
Prof. Mad Nasir : Involvement
in associations and NGOs will
undeniably enhance students’ soft
skills notably in communication and
negotiation skills. It also nurtures
other skills such as team work and
creative problem solving, which are
usually required by employers.
These in turn will improve their
employability. I believe this
could be one of the
approaches we can
take to increase
our graduates’
marketability.
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ith a lot of
hard work and
dedication, Johan
Idris reached the pinnacle
of his career when he was
appointed as a managing
partner in one of the
prestigious international
accounting firms, KPMG
Malaysia on Jan 1st, 2014.
In addition he is also the
president of Malaysian
Institute of Accountants
(M.I.A), the accounting body
which is empowered by
law (Accountant Act, 1967)
to regulate the accounting
profession and practices in
Malaysia.

A Momentous

• Baharudin Mohd. Shah (B.Ed.(TESL), 1986
• Assoc. Prof. Dr. Abdul Rasid Jamian (B. Ed.(Teaching of
Bahasa Malaysia as a First Language 1997; MA (Malay
Language, 1999); PhD, 2002)

As a young blood who graduated
from Saint Xavier Institution, Penang,
he enrolled in the Bachelor of
Accounting program in the then
Universiti Pertanian Malaysia in1986.
Coming from a low-income family,
campus life proved to be quite a
challenging period for him. He
recalled the fact that an initial outlay
of RM1000 to cover university’s
expenses was a big sum for him
at that time. Nevertheless, fierce
determination to fulfil his dreams
to be a part of the global business
landscape propelled him to undertake
the odyssey with apprehensive
excitement and a certain degree of
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trepidation. With firm determination,
he pursued taking professional
exams soon after he graduated from
UPM and thus became the first local
accountant graduate to be a member
of M.I.C.P.A (Malaysian Institute of
Certified Public Accountants).
UPM has taught him a lot and not a
single day had passed without him
being thankful for the opportunity
to study here. His fond memories
of UPM included the time spent
with supportive lecturers in the
department. The guide that he
received from one particular mentor,
Prof. Tan is an experience he forever

cherished. He reminisced the time
that Prof. Tan took to explain to him
the intricacies of the accounting world
and thus eventually prepares him to
pursue his passion. He attributed
to Professor Tan as the person who
had moulded him as an accountant.
Being one who is well-versed in
knowledge and experience, Johan
Idris has very definitive views about
what it takes to be a good leader and
an accountant. A leader according
to him, is a person whom everyone
wants to work with since they can
learn a lot from him. And a good
accountant is a person who is
able to make decision, strategies,
has a flair for management and
an excellent logical thinker since
he has to look at things from
every angles and perspectives.
Thus, all the characteristics above
become parts of Johan Idris
guiding principles, principles which
have steered him to the top.
As a whole, he has clocked in a
total of 23 years of both local and
international professional service
for various multinational companies

A Momentous Odyssey 

including those in the Fortune 500 list
and several public listed companies
quoted on the Bursa Malaysia.
His services included his stint in
advising the restructuring of oil and
gas businesses for one of the major
oil and gas players in the United
States of America and Indonesia.
He also believed that in order to be
an accountant one should aim to
be a good entrepreneur and Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of large
corporations. He cited Tan Sri Dato’
Azman Hashim (Executive Chairman
of Amcorp Group Berhad), Tan Sri
Dato’ Seri Anthony Francis ‘Tony’
Fernandes (CEO of Air Asia Berhad),
Tan Sri Hassan Marican (former
President of Petronas and presently
heading Singapore Power) and Dato’
Sri Abdul Wahid Omar (Minister

in the Prime Minister Department
and a former CEO of Maybank
Berhad) as examples. On this line
of thought, he said we must not
underestimate the ability of the arts
people, particularly in the accounting
line. His works in MIA besides
regulating the accounting courses
and profession in the country as
empowered by the Act of Parliament,
also involves promoting accounting
as a career among university and
secondary schools students. As a
result numerous talks and workshops
were undertaken by the association
to source out potential accountants
in universities and later in schools
to see the relevant and tremendous
opportunities of accountant as
a career. In tandem with MIA
objectives, KPMG also provides

scholarship and loans for students
to pursue accountant as a career.
For the future he hopes to enhance
the quality of the accounting
profession. He wishes that
accounting would be the first choice
of students. He would also like to
show that accountants need not
only be technically and financially
savvy but must be master of brandbuildings and reputation management
to help their organisations and clients
grow sustainably. He also feels there
is a need to develop a deep pool of
accounting and financial talents with
world-class capabilities. Last but
not least, he is extremely proud of
his old Alma Mater, U.P.M., who had
nurtured and fostered his inception
into the accounting fraternity

Being one who is well-versed in knowledge and experience, Johan Idris has very definitive
views about what it takes to be a good leader and an accountant. A leader according to
him, is a person whom everyone wants to work with since they can learn a lot from him.
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“Professionalism defined”

From the lens of an agriculturist
• Taranjeet Singh s/o Balbeer Singh (CALC, UPM)
• Dr. Arbaayah Ali Termizi (FBMK, UPM)

P

rofessor Dr. Mohd. Knanif Yusop, who is
currently the president of BIM (Balai Ikhtisas
Malaysia) and a member of the National
Professor Council has strong opinions in relation to
professionalism and integrity. According to him, if a
person is called a professional, he must demonstrate
it through the high quality of his work and he should
also adhere to the strong code of ethics. He believes
every major profession has the right to call themselves
professionals.
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However, they must have a body
that monitors and sets the standard
of their profession. The bodies must
also convince the authority the high
standard of professionalism of their
profession. As such, if a person has
fulfilled all the professional criteria in
their professions, they could insert
an acronym to their names indicating
their profession. Just as an engineer
could insert the letter Ir. to his name
and doctors with Dr. to their names,
agriculturalists should also be given a
deserving acronym to their names. He
stated that while other professions,
such as engineers build the world,

“Professionalism defined”

doctors cure the world, it is the
agriculturalists who feed the world.
Without enough supply of food or
more importantly safe food, the
world could not survive. As such
agriculturalists do play an important
role in a country’s development.
Society now, he said has begun to
realise the significant role played by
agriculturists. If before the post of
BIM president was reserved for the
‘other’ professionals, such surveyor,
doctor, lawyer, accountant and
engineer professional bodies, he is
proud to declare that his present

appointment has elevated the status
of an agriculturist. This recognition
indicates that agriculture is no longer
for the poor and peasants but it
is a glamorous job with lucrative
income. This is also an inspiring
aspect to students who intent to
pursue agriculturalist as a career.
His passion for agriculture began in
1968, when he became a student in
Malaya Agriculture College, Serdang,
the predecessor of Universiti Putra
Malaysia and obtained a Diploma
in Agriculture. He soon continued
his study to obtain his bachelor and
master degrees from the University
of Hawaii and Phd from Gent
University, Belgium in 1983. He
later became a lecturer and later
progressed to become the Head
of Soil Science Department and
Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture,
UPM. He was also member of the
UPM Senate from1993 to 2006.

As a brilliant academician, he was also
actively involved in numerous NGOs.
Among the NGOs he was involved
were as President of International
South East Asia Society of Agricultural
Science (ISSAS), President of
Malaysian Society of Soil Science,
President of Agriculture Institute
of Malaysia (AIM), and member of
National Professor Council member
(2010 – present). However, the position
which is close to his heart is when he
became the president of AIM, which
allows him to be the president of BIM,
an umbrella organisation supervising
the professional standard of members.

Some countries such as Australia,
Canada, some parts of Europe and
the Philippine have already recognised
agriculturalist as professional. In the
United States, this is done by the
private sectors. Some international
private sectors also practise GAP
(Good Agricultural Practice).
This practice ensures that goods
traded should adhere to a certain
standard of agricultural practices.
If not, the goods are not traded.
Thus, professional standard in
agriculture is the trend nowadays.
In short Professor Knanif hopes
that the agriculture profession and
professional bodies should be
considered as professional bodies by
laws soon in Malaysia. A professional
recognition could further boost the
standing of the profession among
the community and alumni could
encourage more students to be
potential agriculturalist. The society
should accept the fact the agriculture
industry of today is totally different
from the agriculture in the past years.

BIM has many roles and functions
which are related to the development
of the country. It recommended that
certain professions are recognised
as professional according to the
laws. So far, 10 professions are
recognised as professional. This
recognition presupposed that certain
development programme must have
professional involvement. For example
in the construction industry, we
must use the expertise of engineer,
architect and surveyor. Similarly,
based on the same reasoning before
a plantation work is undertaken a
professional agriculturalist should
be consulted especially where there
is cross border movement in terms
of goods and services trade. As
such, professionals should not only
be nationally recognised but also
be recognised at the international
level where BIM could play a role
to facilitate such movement.
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Tales to Inspire

• Lt. Cdr. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mohd Hasmadi
Ismail RMNVR (Dip. For, 1996; BSc.
Forestry, 1998; M.Sc (Applied Remote
Sensing), 2000)

• Nik Hafzaini Nik Hassan (BSc. Consumer
Science, 2006)

…. From Rugby
pitch to cattle farm

Question 1
What do you love about your
job now, and your philosophy in
managing your own company?
Livestock is my passion since
I was a child. To get a bit of
experience and knowledge, after
graduation I attended a threemonth “UsahawanTani” (or agroentrepreneurs) program organised
by UPM to realize my passion.
Through that program, I underwent
practical training in a company
in Teluk Intan with my partner, a
UPM alumnus, brother Zulkifli.
My main business is livestock
farming, while food business Tutti
Frutti is my second business.
Because of my passion and interest
in livestock farming, I ventured into
this sector after my graduation from
UPM. Probably because of the
“rugby spirit flowing in my vein” I
took the risk to jump into a business
with a different challenge every day.
The challenges of livestock farming
are not only limited to the problems
of sick and injured animals. Other
problems such as consultation
with the village community, the
Government and other related
agencies also existed. However,
these challenges fortified and
gave me the strength to continue
in overcoming the obstacles,
just like in a rugby game where
different challenges existed at
different times of the match.
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• Shahrul Nizam Khosim (BComm, 2006)
• Managing Director of Ritz Ranch Sdn. Bhd. & Axiera Ritz Sdn. Bhd.

After graduation I was offered a
position as an Executive Director of
Communications in a multinational
company but I did not take up the
appointment because I wanted to
run my own business. Although at
the time many thought I had rejected
a good chance and some of them
also laughed at me, I turned all
of that into a challenge, believing
then that one day, my dream of
becoming a successful entrepreneur
in ruminant farming would come true.
Of course at the beginning of the
journey, it was a bit tough and bitter
but the ending is indeed sweet .I have
never had a specific philosophy in
managing my business but I would

love to implement an item or project
that benefits the people and local
communities. For example, I started
a Mentor-Mentee program with some
villagers in Kampar. In this program, I
shared my expertise and experiences
in farming with the villagers in
cattle breeding and subsequently
divided the profits equally. At that
time a total of 19 villagers were
involved, but now Alhamdulillah
it has increased to 29 people.

Question 2
Any favorite quote or word
of wisdom to guide you
in your business?
I have a quote that I love ... “Once
in a while we need doctors, once

Tales to Inspire...

in a while we need a lawyer
but every day we need farmers
for continuing survival”.

Question 3
Given your experience, are
you willing to contribute or
share with your Alma mater?
Nine years in the field of livestock
farming have inspired me to
contribute ideas and efforts to the
community and the Alma mater.
I am interested in joint-venture
programs such as agricultural
extension program and ruminant
farming with the agricultural
organizations here in UPM by
providing my technical expertise
to students and the community.

Question 4
What are your future plans?
Of course I want to see my
business grow, if today it is
just in agriculture, in the future
I would like to develop it into a
famous centre for agro-tourism.

Question 5
Do you think UPM will achieve
its vision of becoming a
university of international repute,
especially in producing highly
marketable graduates?
I believe UPM will achieve its vision
of becoming a reputable university in
the near future. Students need to be
exposed to soft skills at national and
international level. The involvement
of students in activities outside
the academic courses can be an
added value to their marketability
in the employment market.

Question 6
What are the things and people
you really miss in UPM?
Padang A (Rugby field UPM), where I
broke my leg during a rugby match and
Kolej Sultan Alaeddin Suleiman Shah
(KOSASS) my residential college. I also
miss Professor Datuk Dr. Ir. Mohd.
Zohardie Bardaie, our previous ViceChancellor who was very concerned
about me when I broke my leg.

Question 7
What advice would you
give to graduates who are
seeking employment?
Graduates should be daring enough
to try and face the challenges in
the fields which may not be very
closely related to their studies or
expertise. They should also use all
the knowledge, experience and skills
acquired in UPM to try something
new and they need to be creative
and innovative. I was not a student
of agriculture, had never held a
hoe but I use what I learned in the
field of communication to try and
succeed in this field. My personal
view is that, the technical aspects
in the field of agriculture are things
that we can learn even if we are not
in the lecture hall. Students need
to prepare themselves with high
skills if they want to compete and
succeed in their respective options.
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Learning through

• Mohd Hafizad Rahmat (B. Horticulturel, 2008)

Play UPM
in

18

January 2013 marked the day when Universiti Putra
Malaysia (UPM) was unveiled by the Ministry of
Tourism Malaysia as the first university to introduce
edu-tourism programme in the country. This on-campus
guided tour package is known as Edu-Park Programme
and formulated in conjunction with Visit Malaysia Year 2014.
Henceforth, the world is not only watching UPM as a center
of knowledge which produces thinkers and scholars but also
as a major international tourist destination.
The idea of Edu-Park

Programme has
been materialized from UPM strategic
partnership with the Ministry of
Education and the Ministry of Tourism
Malaysia. Besides, local travel
agencies that have been appointed as
marketing agents are also excited by
this programme, especially in meeting
the increasing demand for the new
tourism product. UPM is set to benefit
from the empowerment of specific
edu-tourism research scope through
information exchange policies,
collaboration with stakeholders,
special facilities development fund
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injection, market network expansion
as well as other potential outcomes.
Derived from the concept of learning
through experience, this programme
has been developed through a
combination of education and
tourism. Thus, the tour packages
offered to visitors are based on
practical and interactive learning
activities. In the packages, each
demonstration session will be
supervised by staff and lecturers
who are experts in their respective
fields such as animal science,

human health, arts, languages
and other related subjects. The
objective of this programme is to
benefit the community from the
activities by creating a culture of
knowledge-sharing in leisure time.

Activities in the packages are
anchored by collaborations between
Putra Science Park, UPM and other
faculties. In its implementation,
selected undergraduate students
will be assigned as tour guides and
they will be responsible to escort
visitors throughout their visits
around university campus. The
goal is to provide social interaction
through exchanging of information
so that the visitors will be able to
practically experience campus life
and such activities simultaneously
help the students to hone their
soft skills in preparing themselves
before embarking into the realworld career environment.

Learning through Play in UPM 

With the existence of this programme,
it also helps to highlight the role of
UPM as a research university through
product commercialization activities.
Among others, visitors will not only
have the opportunity to interact with
researchers in sharing the benefits
of their innovative products but also
experience the sophistication of
research support facilities. Therefore,
community participation in the
development of research and innovation
is able to spur competitiveness among
UPM researchers in exploring new
discovery for the good of the people.

In addition, environmental sustainability
and the emphasis on promoting a
healthy lifestyle become important
elements of the programme as visitors
will encounter the conservation and
preservation of green landscape and
architecture as well as on-campus
cycling activities among the students
along the tour. Furthermore, this
tourism programme does not only
stress on the learning aspect as the
visitors are also encouraged to do
recreational activities while exploring
the beauty of the campus and
enjoying its peaceful environment.

As a conclusion, Edu-Park
Programme is a two-pronged
initiative in underlining the university’s
contribution in the development
and preserving the well-being of
the country. Today, every UPM
citizen will have to play major
roles to ensure this programme is
relevant and will remain so in years
to come, conforming to the sacred
chant ‘With knowledge we serve’.
May the noble endeavors by
all parties to put UPM on the
map will be successful.

Selected Locations for Edu-Park in Upm
Ladang 16 (Farm)

UPM Conservatory Park

UPM Animal Anatomy Museum

Docile animals such as deer and
cattle can be found in this scenic
farm. This wide open field is a
research area for ruminant animals
to wander freely. For example, in the
zoo, visitors can experience feeding
the animals with grass provided by
the staff.

UPM Conservatory Park is the place
for you to be if you would like to see
a diversity of forest plants in a single
location. Walk along the pedestrian
trail on this 2-hectare land and you
will witness 600 different plant species
conserved since 2003. Free WIFI
service in the park itself will enable
visitors to examine features of every
different plant species in the 11 primary
zones namely ginger, orchid, fern and
others. In addition, visitors will also
get the opportunity to learn about the
inherited traditional medicinal plants.

The land of dinosaur has left
us centuries ago. However the
search for animal skeletons/bones
continues at the Animal Anatomy
Museum which was established
since 1979. Witness for yourself
the big skeleton of a horse until
the small skeleton of a frog in the
museum.

UPM Equine Centre
The Equine Centre of 4-hectare
covers two stables that house
47 horses. The centre has sand
paddock of international standard
measuring at 45.72 M x 6.096 M, a
mounting track at the field as wide
as 160 hectares and a mounting
track at the plantation area of 30 km.
Learn and explore techniques and
ways of horse grooming and care.

Putra Dairy Farm
Here, visitors will be able to witness
cow milking besides getting the
opportunity to feed and stroke the
cattle.

UPM Human Anatomy Museum
Here is the right place to learn about
medicine and human health. The
Human Anatomy Museum displays
information about human health
through real human organ specimens,
artificial human skeleton model and
related health posters.

Galeri Serdang
Galeri Serdang displays great
and unique art creation from local
artists of international standard.
The gallery incites curiosity and
encourages creative thinking
among visitors through artistic
activities, exhibition and public
lecture by the gallery curator or
invited curators. A visit to the
gallery will be incomplete without
strolling along the knowledge
trial that reflects the significant
of landscapes in our life. Get
exclusive souvenirs by the artists
in the Gallery Shop besides the
gallery itself.
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NGO
is my life

• Baharudin Mohd. Shah (B.Ed. (TESL), 1986

E

n. Muhammad Sha’ani bin Abdullah is a corporate
personality with a difference. He is not only
managing companies and resorts under Felda
(Federal Land Development Authority) brands, but has a
strong passion for social works. Notably, he is well known
in non-governmental consumer association works, such
as being President of Pahang Consumer Association
(1998-2013) and active member of FOMCA (Federation of
Malaysia Consumer Association)(1994-2004) as member,
secretary-general, vice-president and deputy president.
He was also once a Commissioner of SUHAKAM. , a
Human Rights Commission body of Malaysia (2010-2013).
He managed to keep in balance his tasks successfully
in both the corporate world and his social responsibility
commitments.
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Born in Mentakab, Pahang, he
came to UPM in 1976 to study for
the Diploma of Agriculture. After
graduating in 1979 he worked as
a temporary teacher and later as
supervisor in Felda. He came back to
UPM in 1981 to take a Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture and graduated
in 1984. He rejoined Felda in 1985
as executive. He later served in many
of the Felda subdiary companies in
management position, such as Resort
Manager of FELDA Residence Tekam
(1990-2000), Marketing Manager of
Plantation Resorts Sdn. Bhd.(20002004) and later as Senior Manager
of Felda Herbal Corporation between
November 2004 to December 2007.
While he was working with Felda
he was an active member and
President of the Pahang Association of
Consumers (1998-2013) (PAC) and at
the same time the President of PESTA,
an association promoting tourism in
Pahang between 2005-2008. He also
served as a national council member
for advising consumers, (MPPN) in
2005-2006 and a forum member of
CFM (Forum Pengguna Komunikasi
& Multimedia Malaysia) (2002-2003)
and CMCF (Forum Kandungan
Komunikasi & Multimedia Malaysia
(2001-2003). As member of FOMCA
(Federation of Malaysia Consumer
Association) (1994-2004) he was
involved as member in the Ministry
of Domestic Trade and Consumer’s
committee of Complaints on Medical
Cards (2002-2003), Ministry of Science
and Environment’s committee on
Ozone Layer Management (20012007) and committee on Petroleum

NGO is my life 

consumers can take to reduce their
personal expenditure such as price
comparison, changing from branded
to generic goods, consuming more
fruits and vegetables and plan their
purchases properly. According to
him, consumers should also not to
be too dependent on the government
to solve consumer issues.
He also believes the NGO in
Malaysia should be strong so as not
to be overrun by the caprices and

He has strong views on social responsibility.
He believes that everyone should have a social
responsibility to the well beings of his community.
If there is an unfair increase in prices of goods or
services, we should protest, although we may be
able to afford it.
fuel quality(2001-2003). He also
served as a committee member
on medical charges of the Ministry
of Health between 2001-2007and
additionally he was also a council
member of Sustainable Development
Network Malaysia (SUSDEN), He
was also Parent Teacher Association
members of SMA Al-Khairiah,
Temerloh (2005-2006) and SK Abu
Bakar, Mentakab (2001-2008).
Later between January 2008 to April
2013, Encik Muhammad Sha’ani b.
Abdullah devoted his full-time in two
non-governmental associations when
he became the chief executive officer
and secretary-general of FOMCA
and National Consumer Complaints
Centre (NCCC) between January
2008-April 2010 and later served
as a commissioner of human rights
body, SUHAKAM (Suruhanjaya Hak
Asasi Manusia Malaysia) between
April 2010-April 2013. Presently,
he is an agricultural consultant
of Sumber Alam Management
Sdn. Bhd. since April 2013.
His interest in consumerism work,
started when he was a school
boy in Pahang. He wrote in to the
Pahang Association of Consumer to

become a member. He continued
to do volunteering work in the
student body of UPM when he was
a student there and served in the
Majlis Tertinggi Mahasiswa. He kept
on doing his social work throughout
his adult and professional life. He
lamented that there were too few
professional who wanted to devote
their life on consumer works.
He has strong views on social
responsibility. He believes that
everyone should have a social
responsibility to the well beings
of his community. If there is an
unfair increase in prices of goods
or services, we should voice our
concern, although we may be able
to afford it. We should protect the
rights of others who cannot afford it
as an obligation. Similarly, if traders
short-changed their customers, even
in a small amount, we should take
action, as this would prevent the
traders from infringing the laws later.
He further advocated that we should
educate the public and our students
to change their mindset and not
to take an indifferent attitude on
such matters.Consumer education
should include practical steps that

exploitation of the big multinational
companies. There are certain things
which the NGO can do and certain
things that the government cannot
do. The government is tied to the
World Trade Organisation (WTO}
agreements and cannot ask the
public to buy local goods but NGOs
can openly ask the public to buy
local goods. In other words, the NGO
could provide protection to local
traders in the face of globalisation
activities which may be unfair to them.
Encik Sha’ani has also strong
opinions about national issues,
such as the Lynas issue and NFC
issue which are widely reported in
the national media. Personally, he
disagrees with certain marketing
practices such as the Multilevel marketing. He, however
supported the implementation of
Goods and Service Tax (GST).
As a whole , Encik Shaani
thinks that Malaysians should
be educated about upholding
their rights, whether in social or
consumer matters. Thus, he sees
that universities and their alumni
associations should play a more
active role towards this direction.
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Campus Portraits

FOR CALLS FROM
THE WILD
•

Yiew Xiu Ting (Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine, 2013)

A

s a child growing up in Taman Melawati Kuala
Lumpur, Yiew Xiu Ting always wanted to be
a vet and set out on that path as soon as she
entered Foundation Studies for Agricultural Science
(AsPER), 2nd Batch, Centre of Foundation Studies for
Agricultural Science, UPM in 2006. She completed her
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM) program in 2013
with 1st class honour, and now working as Veterinary
Officer at the University Veterinary Hospital (UVH),
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, UPM.

She so love and passionate with
her job. Says Yiew Xiu Ting: “I
love being able to help the animals
that I see in the hospital. They can’t
speak but they light up when you
make them feel better. Same to
their masters and mistresses, I like
to see their happy faces when their
pets get well. It’s worth every effort
that I put in. In addition to that, I
love putting all the knowledge I’ve
learned for five and half long years
into practical clinical practice. My
current job allows me to develop
my skills and knowledge with real
patients. I feel satisfied and fulfilled
at the end of each day knowing that
I have done my best for my patients.
Of course, I am dead tired too at the
end of each day! But it’s worth it.”
She was taught from a very young
age that life is not easy. In her life
she live by the word of wisdom
“A superior man is modest in his
speech, but exceeds in his actions
– by Confucius”. “However many
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amazing things happen in our
life, we should always be thankful
for it, remain humble, modest,
and respectful”, she explains.
When we ask her about what are the
reasons make you join UPM? She
said “My passion has always been to
teach and share knowledge. I always
feel that if one is good at something,
the skill or knowledge must be
passed down so that it will not be lost
with time. One of the main reasons
why I joined the University Veterinary
Hospital as a veterinary officer is
because it is a teaching hospital.
Working here is different from private
practices because in addition to
treating animals, there is another
responsibility which is to teach, guide
and shape students. Well, it would be
interesting if I could join the teaching
staff someday in the future. Alone
I might be able to help a thousand
animals; but if I can help train 1,000
future vets, indirectly, I would be
able to help 10,000 animals!”

Ready for Calls from The Wild 

What is your future plan?
I need to get some practical
experience first. There is also a need
to increase my knowledge and keep
up with the current technologies
and practices in my field. It’s good
to be able to teach, guide, and
touch lives like what my lecturers
have been doing. But who can
predict the future. We will have to
wait and see and be practical.

Do you think UPM will achieve
its vision to become a university
of international repute especially
in producing high marketability
graduates?
In my opinion, UPM has already
achieved international recognition.
UPM is one of the five research
universities in Malaysia. The
academicians, scientists and
researchers from UPM have come
up with many firsts that has brought
up UPM’s name over the years
and will definitely continue to do
so in the future. In terms of highly
marketable graduates, we can
find UPM alumni in almost every
industry – in Malaysia and also
in other parts of the world. I am
confident UPM will keep on improving
in tandem with other universities
and produce highly marketable
graduates in keeping with the times.

Giving Back
Serve my Alma mater! As a
veterinarian, I was born and raised
here. The veterinary faculty is my

second home. I missed my own
faculty and faculty members.
Towards the end of my final
year when the days are slipping
away, I felt really heavy-hearted
knowing I have to leave my
faculty and all the people soon
But now I’ve manage to join the
University Veterinary Hospital
(UVH), Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, I am part of the faculty.
I am happy to be “home”.

if you suddenly feel all lost again after
being very sure at some point in time.
It happens and I think it’s very natural
thing as our interest and what we want
in life change with time and experience.

She says: “Working at UPM affords
me the opportunity to participate in
university development. One area
of interest for me is the importance
of education and the role it plays
in the economic growth and
development of young graduates. I’ve
been able to leverage my skill and
knowledge gained at UPM to provide
professional services in veterinary and
animal science for the University’s
future. The end goal is to have a long
term impact on graduates and help
them secure opportunities that are
accessible with solid education.”

hardly have any extra time to spare.
The doctor of veterinary medicine
course is not easy and is one of the
most hectic courses offered with
massive credit load and fun-filled
activities all year round. I wasn’t
involved in any NGO but I was involved
in a lot of animal-related voluntary
work and community services.

What advice would you give
to graduates who are seeking
employment?
“Shoot for the moon. Even if you
miss, you’ll land among the stars.”
You should be passionate about
what you want to do. Sometimes
it takes a willingness to commit to
the job before you feel that it is the
right job for you. So give it a go! It
is okay to feel lost at the beginning,
somehow slowly but surely, you’ll
find your way. And don’t be alarmed

During your study time, have you
involved in any association?
Yes. But mainly the internal association
i.e. our own faculty’s Veterinary
Undergraduates Association
(VETERNAK) as we vet students

Recognition and
Awards
She received 12 awards and
recognition during her study and some
of the prestigious awards are Best
Presentation Award at the 4th Meeting
of the Asian Society of Veterinary
Internal Medicine (AISVIM) in Bogor,
Indonesia and Gold Medal of Yayasan
Pak Rashid (YPR) UPM in 2013. She
very honoured and really counts her
blessing every day. She says “One
thing‘s for sure, I will not be where
I am today without the support and
guidance from my family, friends,
teachers, mentors, etc. Everyone who
has entered my life at any point in time
somehow or other contributed to my
life experience.”
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A

fter secondary school, I decided to get my
degree in teaching and counseling. While I
couldn’t have known then that I’d end up
at Universiti Putra Malaysia. There are so many
opportunities here for all types of backgrounds.
Thanks to Almighty Allah.

Life

Wisdom for
• Muhammad Syawal Amran
(BEdu. Guidance & Counseling, 2013)

Muhammad Syawal bin Amran
received his Chancellor’s Gold Medal
Arward Prize and Yayasan Pak
Rashid Gold Medal from UPM in
2013. This award is presented to the
graduating student who has been
evaluated for academic excellence
and for commitment to co-curricular
activities. He said: “UPM is the
place that captures for me what it
is a university should be which are
characterized by green environment,
intellectual curiosity, which pushes at
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people with their problems and when
i do help them with their problems
it usually works out really good. To
me sometimes it can be challenging
but I love a good challenge and it
makes me feel much better when
Graduated with Bachelor of Education I make other people feel better. It
(Guidance & Counseling) he loves
also makes me feel good about
to help peoples by giving them a
myself! Any position given is not the
new hope. He said: “Give hope to
purpose of self promotion. If I am
the hopeless” is the correct word to
not responsible to the knowledge, I
express my mean. I want to become
will mislead people. Therefore, I call
a counselor because I love to help
all students to ask themselves why
the boundaries and makes learning
process exciting. I cannot tell you
how important this university has
been, and I will always be grateful for
everything UPM has done for me.”

Wisdom for Life 

My word of wisdom is “Whoever acquires knowledge but does not practice it, is like one who
ploughs a soil but does not sow it”. Knowledge is a power but enthusiasm pulls the switch. “I
believe the more you giving back the more you get the return. If we want to be competent we
have to change our mind
we are in university? Look for the
objective why we are here and plan
a life while you are in the university.
My word of wisdom is “Whoever
acquires knowledge but does not
practice it, is like one who ploughs a
soil but does not sow it”. Knowledge
is a power but enthusiasm pulls the
switch. “I believe the more you giving
back the more you get the return. If
we want to be competent we have
to change our mind “, he said.
“UPM shaped me into the people I
am today,” he says. “I love UPM, and
I am thankful that God brought me
here.” UPM is my alma mater. I am
willing to give back to UPM especially
sharing my thought/knowledge to
the development of the university.
This is one of the way how I can
show my appreciation to UPM. Give
money to university is the obvious
choice. But believe me our alma
mater need that money! They will
put it to good use. In fact, university
can tell you exactly what they are
using your gift for on campus.

I believe that UPM can go further
in the future. UPM is made up of
people who care, of people who
constantly strive for improvement.
Everyone at the University contributes
to student graduation and research
performance. UPM has a strong
sense of community and collegiality.
By maintaining the University’s core
strengths UPM is able to enhance
the quality of degree program,
research program and attract more
top students to the campus.
I missed my Konti Putra FM a lot! I
work as a deejay’s here. This is place
where I polish my talent. I felt so
touching when I have to leave Kolej
Tun Dr Ismail (KTDI) and my friends.
Every footstep in UPM campus is a
timeless memory during my study.
This is my advice to current and
incoming students. Don’t think
that you are not going to do well in
the university because you’ve had
difficulty in the past. The university
provides an excellent opportunity to
enhance your skill and personality.
UPM ALUMNI MAGAZINE 
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Highlights

PICTORIAL 2013

HIGHLIGHTS OF ALUMNI ACTIVITIES | JULY-DEC
28 JULY 2013 • IFTAR ALUMNI’76

...a picture is worth a thousand words

29 JULY 2013 • SEINDAH RAMADHAN 2013
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Pictorial 2013

11 SEPT • 2013 DISTINGUISHED UPM ALUMNI LECTURE SERIES: LIVING THE SERDANG STORY
“ASPIRASI PELAJAR:
MEMACU KEGEMILANGAN
MAHASISWA”
Caption : Y.A.M Dato’ Seri Diraja Syed
Razlan Ibni Almarhum Tuanku Syed
Putra Jamalullail (Alumni’ 72) delivering
his lecture on strengthening student’s
talent and soft skill at the Faculty of
Agriculture and Food Sciences, Bintulu,
Sarawak.

21 SEPT 2013 • UPM ALUMNI CHARITY BOWLING 2013
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Highlights

24 SEPT 2013 • ALUMNI MENTORSHIP PROGRAMME & UPM ALUMNI AMBASSADOR @ Faculty of
Agriculture and Food Sciences, Bintulu, Sarawak.
Caption: Alumni Mentorship Programme has a concept of discussion and interaction between students and
alumni (mentors) in a relaxed atmosphere, aimed to share experience and expertise of alumni, ideas, and
career opportunities in the labor market.

Caption: UPM Alumni Ambassador aims to provide exposure to the students on the
importance and responsibility as an alumnus in the hopes to foster the spirit of
love towards their Alma Mater.
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GOM
187511-V

GOM RESOURCES SDN BHD

Highlights

2 OCT 2013 • PAUPM’S CORPORATE VISIT TO BERNAS

26-29 OCT 2013 • DISTRIBUTION OF ALUMNI GRADUATION PACKAGES
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Highlights

2 NOV 2013 • UPM ALUMNI DAY 2013
“RUGBY TOURNAMENT”

16 NOV 2013 • WORKSHOP FEEDBACK ON UPM STRATEGIC PLAN 2014-2020
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Highlights

8-9 NOV 2013 • MALAYSIA GLOBAL OUTREACH IN VIETNAM
8 Nov 2013: Knowing You Vietnam
& Roundtable Discussion with
Consulate General Malaysia, Ho
Chi Minh City, Malaysia Business
Chambers Vietnam, MyAlumni
Consortium and Malaysia Alumni
of Vietnam

9 Nov 2013: Hi-Tea: Malaysia Alumni of Vietnam
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Highlights

23 NOV 2013 • UPM CHARITY GOLF 2013

Caption: UPM Charity Golf 2013 is organized to create additional funds for the building of Budi Putra
Heritage Clock Tower in UPM that is a landmark for the 75th year Jubilee diamond of UPM which was
celebrated in 2006. In addition, this program is also to generate funds for UPM’s Knowledge Fund.
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Highlights

Career Forum 2013
• Nor Aziah Abu Kasim & Norsiti Nabila Roslan
(Faculty of Economics and Management)

I

t was the Friday of 29th November
2013 when the Career Forum
2013 was held at the Faculty of
Economics and Management, UPM.
For the first time, the Forum was
able to gather the Alumni of Faculty
of Economics and Management,
students, Faculty members as well
as the professionals from industry.
The Forum aimed to enlighten
the students of possible career
paths, to inspire them to pursue
their ambitions and to develop
social networking relations.
Universiti Putra Accounting Club
(UPAC) initiated the Career Forum
2013 in collaboration with the Faculty
of Economics and Management
Student Association (FEMSA) and
Office of Deputy Dean for Industry
and Community Relations. The
success of Career Forum 2013
was due to the staunch support
from the Alumni to help ensure the
participation by the professional
experts from the industry. The
experts came from both public
and private sectors and were in a
privileged position to reflect their
own career journey and were
able to share the employers’
expectations of today’s graduates.
The experts from the industry in
the first session were Encik Azhar
Husin, Director of Corporate Tax
Department in the Inland Revenue
Board of Malaysia; Mr. Alan Yau Tee
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A Day to Remember
Peng, Executive Director of Advisory
Corporate Finance in KPMG and Mr.
Kevin Chin Yung Hong, Assistant Vice
President, Head of Tax Management,
Group Tax in Maybank. In the second
session, the experts were Encik
Shahriman bin Mohd Fauzi, Assistant
Manager, Advisory, BDO; Mr. Iskandar
Douglas Brown, Executive Director
of IT Advisory from BDO and Encik
Mohd Taib Ali, Founder and Managing
Director of Wesria Food Sdn. Bhd.
As the Forum was informally
conducted, with the intention to share
and provide advice on employability
and successful career path, the
students enjoyed the two sessions.
At the start, the speakers gave
brief introduction of themselves,
then shared their own pathway to
become successful, addressed
some structured questions from the
moderator and finally, the students
were given the opportunity to pose
questions and issues. The sincerity
in the sharing and the informal and
interactive manner in which the Forum
was delivered provided insights to
the students on career decisions
in areas, such as Auditing and
Finance, Financial Advisory, Taxation,
Information Technology Advisory and
Entrepreneurship. Unsurprisingly,
the 100 students, who attended the
Forum, gave positive feedback when
evaluating the Forum. Indeed, the
Forum offered the students a different
kind of learning experience; not only

outside the normal classroom but
also conducted by industry players.
“We are very happy, touched
and grateful for the support and
commitment of Alumni who were
very enthusiastic throughout the
Forum. They were very friendly and
we learned a lot”, said Mr. Beh
Chang Weng, the President of UPAC.
The Deputy Dean (Industry and
Community Relations), Faculty of
Economics and Management, Assoc.
Prof. Dr. Nor Aziah Abu Kasim, said
the Career Forum 2013 was one of
the initiatives to bring Alumni back to
campus; in line with the spirit of giving
and contributing to the Faculty. The
students were thrilled to be given the
opportunity to interact more closely
with the Alumni. She concluded by
saying that, “The Faculty is grateful
for the support from the Alumni,
Dato’ Zakri, the President of the
Pro-tem Committee for the Alumni.
The Dean, Professor Dr. Shahwahid,
and I look forward to future Alumni
projects that benefit students.”
Career Forum 2013 is a day to
remember as students experienced
learning in a different way and a
lesson learned is that there is “No
one career that fits all”. The takehome message to the students are
that - not only it is important for
them to make plans, it is also more
important for them to make the right
choices when the time comes.
The Faculty of Economics and
Management, UPM congratulates
UPAC, FEMSA and Alumni for the
unforgettable Career Forum 2013!

5 DEC 2013 • PAUPM’S CORPORATE VISIT TO MEDIA PRIMA

5 DEC 2013 • MAJLIS MERAIKAN PELADANG JAYA NEGERI PAHANG DAN SELANGOR 2013
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17 DEC 2013 • DISTINGUISHED UPM ALUMNI LECTURE SERIES: LIVING THE SERDANG STORY
“DEVELOPMENT OF FAMILY WELL-BEING INDEX: MALAYSIA'S EXPERIENCE”
Caption: YBhg. Dr. Anjli Panalal Doshi, Deputy Director General
(Policy) of the National Population and Family Development
Board Malaysia, Ministry of Women, Family and Community
Development, Malaysia delivering her lecture on developing
of family well-being index and its impacts to society.

21 DEC 2013 • LAUNCHING OF UPM ALUMNI CHAPTER CYPERUS ‘92
Caption: Reliving fond
memories among alumni
of Diploma in Agriculture
1992 and launching of
their chapter.

UPCOMING EVENTS
10 – 13 Feb

14 - 15 Feb

Temu Mesra – Alumni
UPM Zon Utara 2014

Reunion Upm Alumni
Chapter Semenggok
(1985-1988)
Bayu Beach Resort,
Port Dickson

21 Feb

22 Feb

22 - 23 Feb

Syarahan Awam
Yayasan Pak Rashid

Back To The Nest
Alumni Kolej 2

Homecoming Kolej
Tun Perak

Auditorium Kejuruteraan

Palm Garden Hotel Putrajaya

Kolej Tun Perak

6 - 7 March

28 - 29 March

Tracing Alumni for
Collaboration and
Engagement (Trace)
- Chapter Utara

Tracing Alumni for
Collaboration and
Engagement (Trace)
- Chapter Sabah

Bendangman Resort,
Sik, Kedah

Universiti Malaysia Sabah

3 May

15 May

16 -17 May

Sambutan Hari Alumni
Upm 21 Mei

Sambutan Hari Alumni
Upm 21 Mei

Malaysia Global
Outreach in Thailand

Explorace Alumni Upm

Majlis Kesyukuran

Hatyai, Thailand

Bukit Ekspo Upm

Masjid Upm

21 May
Sambutan Hari Alumni
Upm 21 Mei
Serdang Heritage
Panggung Percubaan
Dewan Besar

24 May

24 – 26 June
Latihan Profesional Ypr

Sambutan Hari Alumni
Upm 21 Mei

(Workshop On Basal Stem
Rot On Ganoderma)

Homecoming

Adk

toUPM

Giving Back
We welcome our alumni to promote
their business in UPM Alumni Magazine
‘Serdang Sun’. Advertising in this
magazine is a great way to let UPM
alumni and friends know about your
product, service, event or organization.
For your information, all payment
made will be channelled to the
Tabung Dana Wakaf Ilmu UPM.

A Tradition of Giving, a Culture of Bonding

A Tradition of Giving, a Culture of Bonding

UPM Alumni Magazine

UPM Alumni Magazine

Creativity, Innovation
& Global Business Opportunity
- RADIN UMAR'S VISION

Listed below are our ad rates.

Bonding
All Alumni

No.

Category - Ad Size

Price

1.

Page (Full)

RM3,000.00

2.

Page (Half)

RM2,000.00

3.

Page (Quarter)

RM1,000.00

Enhancing
Connections, Growing
Networks

Grew from

Agriculture

... page 7

Volume 04/Issue 07
Jan - June 2012

Volume 03/Issue 05
Jan - June 2011

A Tradition of Giving, a Culture of Bonding

UPM Alumni Magazine

Green

Book

Contributions

initiatives

from

Agriculture
to Corporate
Presence

from Serdang to

Volume 03/Issue 06
July - Dec 2011

Tanjung Malim-

A Journey
of Giving &
Serving

Contributions

SECURITY
In Social

Professor Dato’ Dr. Zakaria Kasa
(Dip Agri, 1978; UPSI Vice Chancellor)

Mahanum Muhammad
(Assistant Registrar, UPSI Vice Chancellor’s Office)

P

rofessor Dato’ Dr. Zakaria Kasa was appointed
as the Vice Chancellor of Universiti
Pendidikan Sultan Idris(UPSI) Tanjong Malim,
Perak, Malaysia on 1st September 2011. Prior
to his appointment as the Vice Chancellor,
he served as the university’s Deputy ViceChancellor (Academic and International)
since 2007. At present, he also leads the
Cluster of Educational and Human Capital
Development of the National Council of
Professors (NCP). The NCP was established
for the professors to generate ideas and
strategies for the development of human
capital needed by the country.
The 55-year-old professor from Kedah
has a Bachelor’s degree in Agriculture
Education, a master’s degree in Technical
and Vocational Education specialising
in Management and Supervision from
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, USA and a doctorate in the
same field from Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio, USA.
Before being appointed as UPSI
Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic and
International), Professor Dato’ Dr. Zakaria

had served as the Dean of the Faculty
of Educational Studies in Universiti
Putra Malaysia (UPM), Serdang for five
years and Deputy Dean for seven years.
His career as a lecturer started when
he joined UPM in 1982, and to date
he has served as an academician and
administrator for 30 years.
As a Professor at the Faculty of
Educational Studies, UPM, he has been
entrusted to teach undergraduate and
graduate courses in his field of expertise,

Assoc Prof Dr. Rusli

Contribute to

Networks

Abdullah (BS CompSci,

i.e Technical and Vocational Education
as well as Educational Management and
Supervision. As a leader in the field of
Technical and Vocational Education, he
has been appointed as the President of
the Malaysian Vocational and Technical
Education Association. He held the post
of Chairman of the Faculty of Education
Dean Council of Malaysian Public Higher
Education Institutions during his tenure
as Dean of the Faculty of Educational
Studies.

1988; Deputy Dean

Academic & Student

Affairs, Faculty of

CSIT)

T
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Honorable Lt. Kol
(R) Prof. Dato’ Husin
bin Jazri, CEO of
Cyber Security Malaysia

Contributions
16 [SERDANG SUN • Jan

he proliferation of
human interaction
and the wide spectru
m of paradigms
governing these interac
tion structures are
constantly creatin
g enormous opportu
nities.
Complementary to
this rise, is the ever
innovative and rising
threats challenging
its
fundamental reason
of creation. Harnes
sing our
alumni for the noble
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UPM has gone way beyond its traditional role of merely producing human capital
for the agricultural industry...
Etp Forum in Conjunction with paupm’s
annual General meeting (9.30-12.00 p.m.)

anas ahmad Nasarudin (Dip agri, 1976; B.Eng.,1984)

U
pm
AlUmni
Weekend
30

April 2011 marks a very special
date where the Alumni Union
orchestrated the ‘Alumni Weekend’.
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The idea is to have a weekend that can be earmarked by
Alumni as a regular annual meet. For this inaugural year,
which was held on Saturday 30th April, coincided with the
biennial AGM of the Association.
What draws the widest and larger number of ‘old boys’ to
their Alma mater would be a combination of activities that
excites them. Some would be drawn by sporting activities
such as golf, rugby and others common intellectual interest
provided by forums and seminars. And often too, many
would want to let their hair down to have 'fun and laughter'
and reminisce on a dinner occasion held as a finale for the
reunion weekend. The dinner was sponsored by the batches
of the “insane 60's and 70's”.

The topic Profiting from Malaysia’s Economic Transformation
Programme has been chosen out of the desire to avail a
platform to understand and share strategies for the UPM
fraternity and alumni participate in the economic era of the
nation. Not many would have known today that UPM has gone
way beyond its traditional role of merely producing human
capital for the agricultural industry. Today many alumni have
found, and future graduates could be seeking careers as inter
alia educationist, industrialist, ICT experts, accountants,
bankers, architects, and even medical doctors. Even what used
to be just agricultural engineering has seen the engineering
faculty even producing aeronautical engineers. The UPM
Alumni fraternity, recognizing the challenge to avail job and
business opportunities are certainly excited about the Economic
Transformation Programme (ETP), the new approach the
Government is moving the nation. The fraternity would not
want to be left out. Organising such forum certainly was viewed
as one major step.
Moderated by Prof Dr. Tai Shzee Yew, Deputy VC (Industry &
Community Relations) the panelists consists of a balance mix of
national industry strategist, corporate as well as business minds.
The seminar participants certainly were humbled and happy to
see their Great Cikgu Tan Sri Dato' Dr. Mohd. Noor to have led
a panel comprised of Khazanah Nasional’s Dr. NungSari Ahmad
Radhi and well known corporate figure Dato' Khalid Ahmad.

(EPPs) declared by Dr. Nungsari provides in a methodological
manner to boost Malaysia’s industrial growth plan towards
achieving vision 2020.
Questions from the floor were contributed by Dato' Dr. Hashim,
Dr. Osman Atil, Dato' Seri Syed Razlan and many GSM students.
Judging by the varied perspectives raised on the topic, one
certainly would conclude that the forum has illustrated its role
to provoke and titillate the minds of more than 300 Serdang
fraternity present. The need for a sequelae has been voiced by
many.

upm alumni association annual General
meeting (12.00-1.30 p.m.)
The 2011 PAUPM Annual General Meeting was held at the
Engineer Auditorium, Faculty of Engineering, UPM immediately
after the ETP Forum.The two hours- long meeting was filled
with anxiety as some were already due to be present on the
Golf field for the afternoon friendly golf event. This meeting
attracted many senior members of the association, previously
holding posts of Presidents and Vice Presidents. They were Tan
Sri Dato' Dr. Mohd Noor Ismail (Alumni Class 1955), Dato' Seri
DiRaja Syed Razlan Putra Jamallulail (Alumni Class 1972) and
Dato' Dr. Hashim Abd Wahab (Alumni Class 1959). Energizing the
meet was the auspicious presence of Emeritus Professor Tan Sri
Dr. Mohd Rashdan Baba (Alumni Class 1957). The AGM ended
with the nominations of the new council for the two-year term
2011-2013.

Tan Sri Dato' Dr. Mohd. Noor’s wisdom as an icon of the
agricultural fraternity provided hindsight on corporate as well
government sector, giving a balance examination of the GTP and
ETP. Tan Sri’s perspective of the relevance of ETP and growth
of the plantation sector sets a realistic perspective to the
agricultural industry.

Alma mater

Serdang Sun welcomes contributions in
the forms of article, feature stories, alumni
news to ensure the content of the magazine
is relevant and appealing to the readers.
Photos must be in high resolution and
submitted as jpeg file. All published articles
do not necessarily reflect the views of
the Editor, UPM alumni or the university,
nor does the Editor take responsibility
for errors on fact that may be expressed
by the writers and we also have right to
edit submissions of style and length.
Send your interesting story, thought
and views to alumni@upm.edu.my.

Dato' Khalid Ahmad, more popularly described as media industry
maverick but who had also covered breath and depth in many
of the other industries - banking, energy, education, properties
provided some understanding of many opportunity windows from
an investors perspective. More than 100 Entry Point Projects
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